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ood morning everyone. I hope this finds you
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healthy and in a good space.

new item in this color

The first Nevada patient with
COVID-19 has been released
from the VA Hospital and is
completing his recovery at
home according to the RJ.
Status Check
SilverArc APN remains open for
business as an essential service.
The oﬃce hours are reduced to
Tuesday-Friday 9am -1pm. In
oﬃce visits are generally limited
to those who must be physically
present to receive care.
Everyone else will be seen via
one of the TeleHealth systems
available through the oﬃce. Call
702-586-5060 to schedule or
ask a question.
COVID-19 care information
remains rapidly changing and
evolving. For oﬃcial Nevada
related information see https://
nvhealthresponse.nv.gov
I will keep these things of vital
importance up here for now.
How do I stay safe
As we were taught in
Kindergarten: Wash your hands,
keep your hands to yourself, do
not touch your face, cough in
your elbow, - though now we
add a few things.
Social Distancing
This behavior continues - many

are resistant to the shutdown.
History, though read by few,

A

s you have likely discovered already — Kelly and
Knots Unwound will remain closed until the
governor feels it is safe to return to operations.
Even then what the “new” operations will look like is
unknown.

U

ntil then she is available for distance Craniosacral
work and has complimentary introductory 7
Generation workshops available weekly on Zoom.
If you are willing and/or able to assist, gift certificates
are available to purchase now, use for table work later
or distance/7 Generation currently. All of the above are
available at knotsunwound.as.me

I

f you need a break from the day to day stresses of this
lockdown Join Kelly Kapsar LMT, Spiritual Practitioner
as she does her short meditations everyday on
Facebook at 1:30 Pacific time.
https://www.facebook.com/Kelly-Kapsar-LMT-SpiritualPractitioner-109878083993260/?epa=SEARCH_BOX

T

ake a minute to BREATHE

continued below
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Is cabin fever causing home
stresses? Consider this: Sheltering
at Home Safely - Taking a Pause to
Calm Yourself - www.frea.support/
post/sheltering-at-home-safelytaking-a-pause-to-calm-yourself
Kristin Miller, PhD, Psychologist, DCEP

“Touch is far more essential than our
other senses,” says Saul Shanberg, a
neurologist at Duke University whose
work led to the aforementioned
discovery about preemies. “It's ten times
stronger than verbal or emotional
contact."
That being said, please spend time
rubbing your arms or your just face, or
one of my favorites, put your hands on
your heart and breathe.
Kelly Kapsar, LMT
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that old stuﬀ is understood by far less, shows a
second spike of the flu in 1918 when people
stetted to return to “their real lives” too soon.
This isolation may need to continue until
fall. The biggest change this week is the CDC’s
additional guidance that everyone out side in social
setting - grocery stores etc, should be wearing a
cloth face mask (save the surgical masks for the
folks on the front lines)
Avoid places with more than 10 people.

I was at Smith’s grocery store on Sunday: It was
interesting to note that only about half the
people present were wearing masks of any sort.
While they are not required those wearing the
masks were more attentive to personal space
than those who chose not to wear them.
A number - usually families members were
without masks and clumped together in such a
manner as to make others move within 6 inches
to get past them down the aisle.

Oh Yeah! I got caught a few times walking the
wrong way down one way aisles - who knew - I never look at the floor in the grocery
store. Good thought though
I don’t want this taken as an endorsement but at Sprouts a few days ago only about
2% were WITHOUT masks
Dangers of staying home
FB Memes
Discuss lots of alcohol use. - if you are worried call for an evaluation.
Suggest we check if pants are too tight because we:
-have not been wearing pants at home
-are eating more
-napping more
-Spend a lot more time sitting at our new home oﬃce desk
-Move from oﬃce the desk to the couch for TV

The darker side of this is increased reports of people being trapped in diﬃcult
domestic situations. See the link on Kelly’s Korner about this.
I mindlessly posted a meme on FB that [ was similar in nature to ‘funny’ stories my
father used to tell about domestic issues in the 30’ & 40’s] reflected the impact of a
mans comment that made his spouse unhappy and the results of the encounter. A
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really thoughtful friend just said “unfunny” I sat back and went ”she is correct”,
apologized to her and took the meme down. Sadly these behaviors are too common
and too true. If you are at risk call someone you trust for assistance, call the oﬃce, or
if severe call the police and get out of the situation. DV can go either way.
I no longer have insurance how do I get my regular health care
SilverArc APN has long had membership programs to assist, a limited number of, people to
handling this very question. After an initial evaluation investment a care contract is initiated for
monthly automatic withdrawal payment. this payment allows you to see Paul multiple times in
the month, if necessary, for that single payment. The membership rates vary based on
particular care you may need. Substance use care has diﬀerent parameters for the initial
phases then moves on to a membership.
Non-Membership patients may also choose to seek TeleHealth care by utilizing the Point Nurse
https://www.pointnurse.com/clinicname/silverarcapn Short of injections most care can be
conducted over the TeleHealth link.
Questions I get asked
Severity
How come some people were asymptomatic and others died from this same disease. The
answer to this is still elusive. My observation (not scientific or stated by others) It seems
those who get small exposures and have no other health related issues have less intense
diseases, those who have high intensity exposure like ER Docs, Nurses, or those stuck on
cruise ships tend to have a more severe case of the disease. This supports the social
distancing guidance very well. BACK to the known Those with underlying health problems smokers, diabetics, uncontrolled hypertension, and others are at high risk. Generally the oldest
in out population are at higher risk.Although as more cases are announced the spread in the
population includes teens and 20’s so no one is ”safe.”
How many people have had COVID-19

Like with may other COVID-19 questions this answer has not been fully answered. A
report published on Friday April 17, 2020 indicates that for every 1 person oﬃcially
diagnosed as positive with COVID-19 there are 50 people who have been infected and
did not realize they had been exposed. This study is not perfect but is consistent with
an Italian study reported last month.
Medication
NOT FOUND EFFECTIVE or very high risk

I have been getting many requests I cannot fill for hydroxychloroquine by emergency
order of the governor and board of pharmacy. In the Sunday 12APR edition the RJ says
UMC is now providing prescriptions of this drug from the ED just as France is banning
its use d/t the number of complications. Other research continues on this and other
medications. There are no medications shown to be the cure for SARS-CoV-2 as of this
writing.
Tonic water (quinine water) has the same precurser as the medicine but in tiny amounts
- you need a water truck full 3 x day to get close to therapeutic level of a drug that is
shown not to work.
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Zinc supplements no evidence of eﬀectiveness
HIV medications have been tested and found ineﬀective for COVID-19
Tamiflu the anti-flu medication does not make a diﬀerence for COVID-19
I had a new medication request the other day for one used for altitude sickness
because they had see on youtube the COVID-19 is the same as altitude sickness. It is
NOT and the medication is NOT eﬀective in COVID-19 and like many specially
medications has side eﬀects.
SHOWING PROMISE:

There is an experimental antiviral drug being actively tested that is showing promise. It
is not widely available and has not been FDA approved for distribution outside of
specific trials and hospitals.
THINGS that makes us go Hmmmm!: these are things you may hear on the news and make you
fo hmmm.

People who live in “3rd World”countries with a lot of tuberculosis (TB) are given a
vaccine called BCG - there seem to be fewer people who have had this vaccine who
come down the COVID-19 and research is still in planning stage. This vaccine is not
readily available in the US because we have relatively little TB here.
People taking a specific diabetic drug may improve faster - no research is published as
yet. Do not go request these type drugs unless you are diabetic as it will drop your
blood sugar and cause more problems than most COVID-19 infections
Vaccines
Washington Post reports a Kaiser created potential vaccine is being tested starting safety
testing this week. This testing, or Phase I trial, is expected to take 14 month. There usually are
two remaining follow on phases to clinical trials before a vaccine is accepted. Today a news
feed indicated the vaccine trials are in an accelerated model and even that suggest a minimum
of 15 months for a fully vetted vaccine.

UPMC in Pittsburgh has reported they have a vaccine nearly ready for testing - again
14 month minimum
What is Herd Immunity?

As of this newsletter there is not enough experience nor testing to understand what
level of immunity we get if we have been infected and recover.
Herd immunity is an old term epidemiologist use to discuss how many people in a population
(herd) are: naturally immune to the disease, have had the disease and developed an immunity,
or are vaccinated against the disease. It is usually expressed as percentage.The higher the
percentage the less likely the disease is to spread to others in the herd. As you likely are aware
the percent of herd immunity for COVID-19 was near zero.
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Resources

CDC.gov Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
ready.gov Provides guidance on being ready for unexpected events such as pandemics, fires,
earthquakes or similar
https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov State of NV guidance and information

Wearing cloth masks? Making cloth masks? Here is CDC’s guidance:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html
Our intrepid photographer
Kelly went out to sit in the
yard over the weekend and
provides this beauty. Blue
Skies and an interesting
path to follow.

IS this information helpful?
IS there a topic you would
like information yes no
No personal specific health information on this email please.
Call for an appointment.
Stay Well, wear your mask in public?
Paul Kapsar APRN
Kelly Kapsar LMT
No longer want to receive this newsletter? We will be sorry to see you go. Unsubscribe

